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A b s t r a c t 

This paper investigates, several methods Tor coping 
with inconsistency caused by mult iple source 
information bv introducing suitable consequence 
relations capable of interring non treival conclusions 
from an inconsistent stratified knowledge base Some 
of these methods presuppose a revision step namely a 
selection of one or several consistent subsets ot 
formulas and then classical inference is used for 
inferring from these subsets Two alternative methods 
that do not require any revision step arc studied 
inference based on arguments and \ new approach 
called saftly supported inference where inconsistency 
is kept local These two last methods look suitable 
when the inconsistency is due to the presence of 
several sources of information The paper offers a 
comparative study of the various inference modes 
under inconsisiency 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Inconsistency can be encountered in different reasoning 
tasks in particular 
- when reason ing w i t h except ion- to le ran t generic 
knowledge where the knowledge base includes default rules 
and i n s i n u a t e d facts and later a new information is received 
that contradicts a plausible conclusion derived f rom the 
previous knowledge base 

in abducl ive reasoning lor instance in model-based 
diagnosis when observations conf l ic t w i th the normal 
funct ioning mode of the system and the hypothesis that the 
components of the system are work ing wel l this leads to 
diagnose what components) fail(s) 
- when several consistent knowledge bases pertaining to the 
same domain but coming from n different experts are 
available For instance each expert is a reliable specialist in 
some aspect of the concerned domain but less reliable on 
other aspects A siraight lorward way of bui ld ing a global 
base << is to concatenate the knowledge bases K1, provided by 
each expert Even if K1 is consistent it is rather unl ikely 
that K i ^ K 2 1 - ' u K n w i l l be consistent also 

This paper is pr imar i ly oriented towards the treatment of 
inconsistency caused by the use of mul t ip le sources of 
information Knowledge bases considered in this paper are 
all strati f ied, namely each formula in the knowledge base is 
associated w i th its level of certainty corresponding to the 
layer to wh ich it belongs The use ol pr ior i t ies among 
formulas has been shown to be very important to 
appropriately revise inconsistent knowledge bases (Fagin et 
a l , 1983) In particular, Gardenfors (1988) has proved that 
any revision process that satisfies natural requ i rement is 
imp l i c i t l y based on pr io r i ty order ing In the context ot 

merging several knowledge bases the in t roduct ion of 
pr ior i t ies between pieces of in format ion in X can be 
explained by the two fol lowing scenarios 
- Each consistent knowledge base K, issued f rom a source 
of information is flat' (i e without any prior i ty between 
their elements) But we have a total pre-ordenng between the 
sources ol information according to their rel iabi l i ty In this 
case merging dif ferent sources of in format ion lead to a 
pnont i?ed knowledge base £ where the certainty level of 
each lormula reflects the re l iab i l i ty of the source A 
particular case is when each piece of informat ion in £ is 
supported by a different source 

- A l l sources of intormation are equally reliable (and thus 
have the same level of rel iabi l i ty), but inside each consistent 
knowledge base K, there exists a preference relation between 
pieces or information given by an expert who rank-orders 
them according to their level of certainly Here again the 
combination of the different sources of information gives an 
uncertain knowledge base provided that the scales of 
uncer ta in ly used in each know ledge base K, a r e 
commensurate 

Tins paper investigates two classes of approaches to deal 
wi th inconsistency in knowledge bases coherence theories 
and foundation theories Somewhat departing f rom what is 
usually considered we view this dichotomy in the fo l lowing 
way These two classes correspond to two alUtudes in front 
of inconsistent knowledge One (the coherence theories) 
insists on revis ing the knowledge base and restor ing 
consistency The other (the foundation theories) accepts 
inconsistency and copes wi th it Coherence theories propose 
to give up some formulas of knowledge base in order lo gel 
one or several consistent subbases of Z and to apply 
classical entailment on these consistent subbases lo deduce 
plausible conclusions of the knowledge hase Foundation 
theories proceed dif ferently since Ihey retain all available 
information but each plausible conclusion inferred from the 
knowledge base is jus t i f ied by some strong reason for 
bel ieving in it Such reasons are based on the idea of 
argument that goes hack lo Toulmin (1956), and is related to 
previous proposals by Poole (1985) Pol lock (1987) and 
Siman and Lous (1992) which were however suggebled in 
the f ramework of defeasible reasoning for hand l ing 
exceptions There also exist approaches lo reasoning w i th 
inconsistent knowledge bases which for instance identify a 
consistent part and an inconsistent part in the base as in 
(L in 1994), or wh ich combine the consequences obtained 
from each source of information as in (Dubois et al 1992b) 
rather than combining the knowledge bases attached to each 
source before the inference process takes place 

Our dichotomy coherence versus foundation is somewhat 
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different from the one used in the literature (Harman 1986), 
(Gardenfors 1990) (Rao & Foo, 1989) (Doyle 1992), 
(DclVal, 1994) In this paper, we do not assume any 
particular structure on the beliefs in the knowledge base 
(contrary for example to RMS defined in (Doyle, 1992)) 
Nor do we assume any (independence relations between 
beliefs Moreover beliefs in a knowledge base are all "self-
justifying , namely all pieces of information are put in the 
knowledge base as they are and as they come from their 
sources of information and we do not add to the knowledge 
base any derived beliefs 

This paper extends previous results of Benferhat et al 
(1993b) and discusses two foundation approaches in greater 
details The following points are developed WE survey some 
coherence theories to the inconsistency handling We recall 
four consequence relations which consist in replacing the 
inconsistent knowledge base by one or several of its 
consistent subbases We then recall the so called 
argumentation inference proposed in (Benferhat et al 
1993a) We finally propose a new foundation theory It is 
based on a so-called safetly supported consequence relation 
which deals with inconsistency in a local way The 
approach is local in the sense that each formula in the base 
is also associated with a level of paraconsistency ' which 
reflects the maximal strength of arguments in favour of the 
opposite formula Section 5 is entirely devoted to a 
comparison oi the different consequence relations considered 
in the paper Three criteria are used to do this l) 
cautiousness, u) properties in) syntax-sensitivity 
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instance one migh t study i f adding lo one of i te 
consequences ( in the sense of one of the inconsistency 
tolerant inferences presented here) alters the set of 
consequences of ∑ This is closely related to the properties 
of cautious monotony and cut of system P 

6 Conclusion 

It does not always make sense to revise an inconsistent 
knowledge base In the case of mul t ip le sources of 
information revision always comes down lo destroying part 
of the knowledge This paper suggests that it is not even 
necessary to restore consistency in order to make sensible 
inferences f rom an inconsistent knowledge base The 
argumentation inference can derive conclusions with reasons 
Lo bel ieve them ]t is not conservative it is reasonably 
syntax-dependenl and it does not inh ib i t pieces of 
information The safely supported inference proposed here 
only del ivers safe conclusions whi le the other argued 
consequences are more debatable since an} three of them can 
be global ly inconsistent (Bcnterhal et al 1993) because 
based on antagonist ic arguments Ot course the A N D 
property is lost and this is the price paid tor l iv ing in an 
inconsistent wor ld However the set of safely supported 
consequences is consistent and it is possible lo close it 
deductively As shown in Benlcrhai cl al (1994) what is 
then obtained by this deduct ive closure is the set of 
possibil istic consequences o l ∑=Tree(∑] )u F ree ( ∑ n ) 
wh ich bhows an example where a coherence approach is 
more adventurous than a foundation one 
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